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66 Auto Sales Price $21,966
Specifications:

Year:  2021  

VIN:  3N1AB8DV2MY322768  

Make:  Nissan  

Stock:  20820  

Model/Trim:  Sentra SR  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Sedan  

Exterior:  Gray  

Engine:  2.0L I4 149hp 146ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Black  

Transmission:  Xtronic CVT  

Mileage:  37,293  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 28 / Highway 37

*****INTERNET SHOPPERS:  ASK FOR

OUR INTERNET SALESMAN KEVIN
GRANT JR TO ASSIST YOU WHEN YOU CALL OR ARRIVE
AT THE DEALERSHIP AND BECOME ELIGIBLE FOR ADDITIONAL
INCENTIVES AT THE TIME OF PURCHASE!! 

BROWSE MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OUR INVENTORY AT THE
66 AUTO SALES HOME WEBSITE:

WWW.66AUTOSALES.COM!!    [smiley]

 

Step into the realm of refined driving with the 2021 Nissan Sentra SR, a
sedan that's been sculpted for the discerning driver who craves both
performance and poise. With a mere 37,293 miles on the odometer, this
exquisite machine in a sleek gray exterior is just beginning its journey
on the road, ready to deliver countless miles of exhilarating
experiences.

The heart of this automotive masterpiece is its robust 2.0L I4 engine,
producing a commanding 149 horsepower and 146 ft. lbs. of torque.
Paired with the seamless Xtronic CVT transmission, the Sentra SR
promises a drive that's as smooth as it is responsive, ensuring that
every commute is transformed into a moment of pure enjoyment.

Slip into the cockpit and you'll be greeted by a sophisticated black
interior that encapsulates the essence of modern elegance. While the
exact material remains a mystery, one thing is certain: this interior is
designed to envelop you in comfort and style, making every journey feel
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designed to envelop you in comfort and style, making every journey feel
like an escape from the ordinary.

But the allure of the 2021 Nissan Sentra SR goes beyond its stunning
aesthetics and heart-pumping performance. This vehicle comes with a
badge of honor, having been recognized in J.D. Power and Associates'
Initial Quality Study (IQS) as one of the Top Models. This accolade is
not just a title; it's a testament to the Sentra's exceptional
craftsmanship, reliability, and the satisfaction it delivers to its drivers.

The Sentra SR doesn't just meet expectations; it surpasses them with a
suite of manufacturer options and packages that cater to the most
discerning tastes. While the specifics of these features remain as
intriguing as the open road, rest assured that they contribute to a driving
experience that's tailored to your unique desires for comfort,
convenience, and connectivity.

With its alluring combination of style, power, and accolade-worthy
quality, the 2021 Nissan Sentra SR stands out as a beacon of
automotive excellence. It's not just a car; it's a statement—a declaration
that you accept nothing but the best. Whether navigating the urban
jungle or cruising down open highways, this Sentra SR is your ticket to
a world where every drive is a pleasure and every destination feels like
a triumph.

Don't miss the opportunity to claim this embodiment of driving passion
as your own. The 2021 Nissan Sentra SR is more than just a vehicle;
it's a partner in your pursuit of life's greatest adventures. Embrace the
call of the road with confidence and excitement—your journey in the
Sentra SR awaits.
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  

- Front air conditioning zones: dual  - Armrests: rear center folding with storage  

- Shift knob trim: leather  - Steering wheel trim: leather - Adaptive cruise control  

- Adaptive stop and go cruise control: semi-automatic  - Cargo area light 

- Power outlet(s): 12V front  - Power steering: variable/speed-proportional - Push-button start 

- Remote engine start - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Clock - Digital odometer 

- External temperature display - Instrument cluster screen size: 7 in. - Multi-function display 

- Trip odometer - Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: split  

- Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  - Upholstery: premium cloth

Exterior

- Front bumper color: body-color - Ground effects/lower spoilers - Rear spoiler: decklid 

- Daytime running lights: LED - Front fog lights: LED - Side mirrors: heated  

- Spare wheel type: steel  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: aluminum alloy 

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Window defogger: rear

*Not all buyers will qualify for posted rate. Please consult with our Internet Department to qualify your rate.
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